RailGuard is the original non-penetrating rail system that exceeds requirements for OSHA temporary and permanent guard-rail standards. It is ideal for creating leading edge rooftop fall prevention or for defining material landing zones during active work on the jobsite. The modular design comes in lengths from 2 to 13.5-feet in basic kits that include (1) rail, (1) base and (2) pins. Individual components can be added for custom safety guardrail applications. RailGuard can be mounted permanently both internally and externally with these features:

- 16 gauge welded steel rail and powder coated for durability
- Standard yellow or in a variety of colors
- 90 pound four socket cast bases for flexibility and ease of installation
- Meets OSHA 1910.23(c)
- Choice of Base Transporter options to ease transportation and storage
- Built-in toe board pockets and carrying handles
- Allows 90 or 45 degree turns

RailGuard 200 Standard Kit
1 Rail, 1 Base, 2 Pins

Base-without pads
Mount up to four rails

Base-with pads
Mount up to four rails. Pads protect the work surface
RailGuard 200
Non-Penetrating Safety Guardrail System

Adjustable Toe Boards
Base Transporter
Centurion Cart
Goliath Mega Cart
Goliath Base Storage
Goliath Winch

SPECIFICATIONS

**Base Plate**
Mounts up to four rail sections
Allows 90° or 45° turns
Narrow 3-1/4” space between rails
90 lbs.

**Rail Sections**
Top Rail Height = 42” tall
Mid-Rail Height = 20” tall
Three standard lengths: 10’, 7’ 6”, 5’
Custom sizes available

**Usage Recommendations**
1. End all configurations with either a closed loop that connects all bases and rail sections, or the use of a 5 foot Outrigger System to provide the needed counterbalance.
2. Configurations with Outrigger Systems require one additional base.
3. Locking pins must be used to secure all rails into the bases.
4. Use toe boards when there is a danger of materials falling.

Available in seven different colors.

Meets OSHA 1910.23(c) and 1926.502 (b)
Visual Warning Lines
Everlast • Folding • Sentinel

Everlast
A permanent warning system with heavy-duty RailGuard base plates, plastic coated cable and your choice of plastic or metal pennants. Everlast Visual Warning lines utilize plastic coated cable with standard high density plastic pennants every 6-feet. The heavy-duty powder coated stanchions and RailGuard bases withstand years of use. Choose optional metal pennants for a more robust look. Std. system includes (3) stanchions, (3) Bases and 100 ft. of cable with plastic flags.

- Permanent warning line system used for visual warning of at risk areas.
- Meets OSHA 1926.502(f)(2)
- Uses RailGuard bases, steel cable and plastic pennants.
- Metal pennants optional.

Folding
Create a safe-zone using the Garlock Folding Warning Line System. Heavy duty folding stanchions and 100 ft of vinyl flags set up quickly. Add the optional transporter for the ultimate in storage and portability. Typical installation for warning lines requires lines be placed a minimum of 6ft. from hazard for construction applications. (See your individual state OSHA regulations for compliance.)

- Premium folding warning line system used for visual warning of at risk areas.
- Meets OSHA 1926.502(f)(2)
- Standard system includes three folding bases and 100 feet of flags.
- Optional Transporter holds up to 9 Folding Warning Line systems
- Optional rubber feet attachments.

Sentinel
For Basic visual warning, Sentinel is your choice. Easy to set up bases and stanchions and 100 ft. of line with pennants every 6 feet. The large base provides a stable OSHA compliant solution. Standard system includes (4) bases, (4) stanchions and 100 ft. of visual warning line.

- Basic Warning line system used for visual warning of at risk areas
- Meets OSHA 1926.502(f)(2)
- Standard system includes four bases and 100 feet of flags.

www.garlocksafety.com
Visual Warning Lines
Everlast • Folding • Sentinel

**EVERLAST**
- Metal Flags
  - Optional for long life.
- Base and Stanchion
  - Add for more stability.

**FOLDING**
- Optional Cart
  - Store up to 9 folding warning lines and 300ft of warning line. Lockable.
- Rubber Feet
  - Optional rubber feet for use on metal decks.

**SENTINEL**
- Super-Tuff Replacement Warning Line
  - Upgrade to Super-Tuff 100 ft. warning line with heavier pennants.

---

### SPECIFICATIONS

**EVERLAST:**
- Set up with a base plate every 25'
- Pennants every 6'

**Standard kit includes:**
- (3) 42” stanchions
- (3) RailGuard Base plates
- 100ft. of plastic coated cable.

**FOLDING:**
- **Stanchions:** 39.5” tall, 48” x 45” footprint, 36 lbs.
- Flags every 5 ft.

**Flagged Line:** Heavy-duty nylon cord rated at 657 lbs. tensile strength

**SENTINEL:**
- **Bases:** 26” x 26”
- **Base with Upright:** 39” tall, 42 lbs.

**Warning line:** 100ft with vinyl pennants every 6 ft.

**Basic kit includes:**
- (4) bases, (4) Stanchions and 100 ft. of warning line.

---

Distributed By:

FULL PRODUCT LINE

---

Meets OSHA 1926.502(f)(2)